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The first salvage project of UNESCO was in Nubia and most famous 
of all the monuments saved was Abu Simbel and Philae.  Among the 
lesser known sites was an Egyptian temple that had been turned into a 
Christian church in the early Christian era. 
 
Faras is located in the Sudan, an ancient cathedral buried for centuries 
beneath the sands until Polish archaeologist Prof. Kazimierz 
Michalowski brought these fantastic frescoes to light, saving them 
from the rising waters behind the Aswan High Dam.  About 170 
paintings were uncovered, about 8 appearing on stamps issued by 
Poland.   
 
In February 1963 Louis Christophe (UNESCO Co-ordinator for 
archaeology in Nubia) reported to UNESCO in Paris “I have received 
a report that the Polish mission uncovered 123 Christian frescoes and 
this number is expected to rise to 150.  Querying this astonishing 
news I was told that the removal of a fresco revealed a still more 
ancient painting beneath.  In most cases two or three frescoes are 
painted one above the other.”   

Warsaw Aug 26, 1982 
 
Most of the frescoes were done on dry plaster rather than the alfresco method of painting on wet plaster.   
 
Michalowski reported to have discovered a complete basilica engulfed by sand.  Built in the 7th century and 
abandoned in the 12th century when northern Nubia came under Moslem rule.  It was built of stone and fired brick 
in contract to most other buildings of the period, whose mud brick construction has weathered away.  Stones were 
taken from ruins of temples built by Tutmosis III and Rameses II.  Most Nubian churches have three naves, Faras 
contained five, and was dedicated to Virgin Mary and Saint Michael. 
 
The frescoes were done in Byzantine style, the Polish mission literally peeled away the walls strip by strip as fresco 
after fresco came to light.   
 
Under the Pharaohs of the Middle Kingdom (2040-1750 BC), Faras was an important fortress.  Later it became the 
site of a New Kingdom temple and of buildings from the Meroitic period.  Later still it became the capital of the  
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From the Editor: 
 
It seems like every magazine I pick up I see something about 
the ‘illicit trade in antiquities’.  Every recently published book 
about history or historical events (dating back several 
centuries) – and there it is again – illicit antiquities. 
 
Antiques is a collecting interest and I suppose some people 
like to have antiquities to remind them of history.  Who’s 
history?  Certainly not their own!  I am reminded of my trip to 
Egypt some years ago.  At every stop I was approached by 
‘antiquities dealers’.  Sorry, but even Egypt couldn’t have that 
many statues of pharaohs.  Instead I followed some guy to 
what was a factory of sorts where they had ‘machine made’ 
(definitely NOT antiquities!) items, pyramids, Nefertiti’s and 
Horus statues.  I bought them all!  6 pyramids, 6 Nefertiti’s 
and 2 Horus statues.  Great paperweights!  $1.00 each – my 
price range! 
 
Then again, I am a great fan of the ‘traveling exhibition’.  I try 
to catch every exhibit I can in NYC, which during the past 
year has included King Tut, Grecian something-or-other, 
Mummies and Pompeii.  The shows that appear in venues 
other than museums label what is a copy and what is the 
genuine article.  I’ve seen Tut’s stuff several times, 3 to be 
exact.  First in Cairo, then Philadelphia, then NYC.  The 
exhibit in New York City had a replica of his mummy.  Some 
of the replicas are very good.  And what do you really think 
you are buying these days in Egypt when they offer you 
‘genuine antiquities’?   
 
Among things that came into my hands this past year were 
some issues of the UNESCO Courier from the 1960s.  Much 
about the Nubian Monuments.  In this issue I have put to use 
one of the issues about Faras Church and the removal of the 
frescoes, which now reside in Poland.  I have tried to bring the 
excitement of that time right to you. 
 
I hope everyone got lots of stamps, covers and assorted 
philatelic items for Christmas.  Looking at the December 
calendar, I notice there is an extra payday for me.  Wow!  I 
may actually be able to pay off all those holiday purchases. 
 
If you have received a renewal reminder with this issue, please 
submit your dues so your name will not be dropped from the 
April issue.  That is one that goes out in a first day cover with 
pictorial cancel. 
 
Happy Holidays!   
 

Caroline 
  



 
Faras, Saving Nubia 
By Caroline Scannell 
 
Kingdom of Nobetea (north Nubia).  During this period Faras was the monastic and cultural center of Christian 
Nubia, which developed under the influence of Byzantium.  
 
Most of the bishops of Faras Church were of African origin; each with a portrait in the church and his name 
engraved in a niche.  Also discovered were the skeletons of these bishops, buried in a nearby cemetery.  Prof. 
Rogalski, an anthropologist from Warsaw University, examined the skeletons and confirmed the similarity to the 
portraits. 
 

   
Bishop Marianos, the process of conserving the frescos and the stamp issued  
April 20, 1971 designed by H. Chyliński, Scott #1800-7   

 
Archbishop Marianos with 
the Virgin Mary and Child, Faras, 
early 11th Century

 
Reproduced above is a photo taken by Dr. Georg Gerster, Zurich with the caption: 
“When the fresco is thoroughly dry and stiff it is gently pried away from the wall with various instruments.  This is 
an operation demanding infinite patience and skill, especially when separating one layer of paintings from another. 
As many as three layers of paintings have been found on some walls.  Prof. Michalowski, leader of the Polish 
Archaeological Mission in Nubia supervised the work.  
 
To remove these 1200 year old frescoes from 
the walls; first the frescoes were cleaned and 
sprayed with a protective coating.  Next a sheet 
of tissue paper was applied, followed by layers 
of muslin impregnated with hot beeswax.  
When this dried the plaster was cut away from 
the wall.   
 
This was delicate and arduous work.   
      

Archangel Michael, from Polish set issued April 20, 1971, Scott 1800-7 
 
 
 

(cont’d page 4)
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Faras, Saving Nubia     (cont’d from pg 3) 
By Caroline Scannell 
 
In the conditions at Faras 
it was made more 
difficult.   The heat of the 
Nubian dessert was 
overpowering, with 
tension rising with each 
new fresco discovered.  
Also they were racing the 
rising Nile.  Prof. 
Michalowski mobilized 
every available specialist 
he could find in Poland. 
 
 

       
    From l to r:  Hermit Anamon of Tuna el Gabel / Christ protecting Nubian dignitary /  
    St Anne / Cross with symbols of four Evangelists  -  See the exhibit at 
    http://www.ddg.art.pl/nm/collections/faras.html 

By May 1964 fifty-seven cases were filled with frescoes and left Faras by boat for Wadi Halfa in Sudan, which had 
already been evacuated.   From  there  about  half  were  sent to Khartoum  where  they would eventually be placed in a 
museum built to showcase them, and the other cases contained 52 frescoes the Government of the Sudan presented to 
Poland in payment for their part in the salvage operation.  These embarked on a Polish freighter from Port Sudan. 
 

   
Maximum Card featuring stamps issued by Vatican City. 

 

<<  The Vatican issued 2 stamps calling attention to 
Pharoanic temples that had been turned into Christian 
churches.  A special cancel on reverse contains Vatican 
coat of arms and the date March 10, 1964, shown below. 

   
 

   
Sudan issued 3 stamps to publicize the frescos of Faras 
Church March 8, 1964, Scott #164-6  They depict Melchior 
on horse (above left), Archangel with cross (top) and St. 
Joseph with cross & manuscript (above right). 

(cont’d on pg 5) 
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Faras, Saving Nubia     (cont’d from pg 4) 
By Caroline Scannell 
 
In Khartoum and Warsaw the frescoes were given 
minute examination on both sides and conserved.  Every 
detail, down to traces of termites and burrowing wasps 
was recorded.  Specialists later went over them checking 
for damage or discoloration. 
 
In the 6th Century the Byzantine Empire was a 
dominating force in the eastern Mediterranean.  
Byzantine emperors sent missionaries to convert the 
Nubians to Christianity.  This was very successful and 
Christianity remained the dominant religion of Nubia 
until the 14th Century, with the arrival of Islam.  This is 
why unlike the Egyptian Copts, the Nubian Christians 
were influenced by Byzantine art.  The painters of Nubia 
drew their inspiration from that source, adding their own 
sense of the picturesque.   

 
 
Update: 
In the 1980s and 1990s Poland sent 70 of these frescoes 
and also friezes, reliefs, stone inscriptions, bronze 
objects and funerary items that explore the significance 
of early Christian art in northern Nubia to other 
countries for special exhibits, from Austria to Australia.  
The exhibit was titled "Faras, a Cathedral in the Desert: 
Christian Frescoes from Nubia."  During one of these 
exhibits the fresco of St. Ann was damaged.  With the 
fall of communism, and the demise of the State System 
which gave support to the arts, these treasures did not 
receive the care and restoration due them. 

 

Merle’s Musings 
While working on a previous Musing, I came across a set of stamps from 1991 featuring " The Muses".  (Greece 
#1710-12). This seemed like a natural topic.  
 
Over the centuries the nine muses were attributed to different parents, as the legends were modified. 
Some parents were human, and some were gods. In alphabetical order, the Muses currently are: 
 

         
Calliope Euterpe  Erato       Terpsichore  Melpomene  Polyhymnia        Thalia  Clio  Urania 

Muse 
Calliope 
Clio 
Erato 
Euterpe 
Melpomene 
Polyhymnia 
Terpsichore 
Thalia 
Urania 

Domain 
Epic Poetry 
History 
Love Poetry 
Song & Elegiac Poetry 
Tragedy 
Hymns 
Dance 
Comedy 
Astronomy 

Emblem 
Writing Tablet 
Scrolls 
Cithara (ancient Greek Musical instrument in the Lyre family) 
Aulos (ancient Greek musical instrument in the Flute family) 
Tragic Mask 
Veil 
Lyre 
Comic Mask 
Globe & Compass

 
Solon believed that the Muses brought prosperity and friendship.  He established a festival each year, where young 
men made invocations to them and Solon's poetry was read.  The Muses were also a subject for several Renaissance 
artists. 
  
The next time you are out dancing, think kindly of Terpsichore.  
Merle 
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New Digs 
 
 
Italy - Arch of Traiano, issued Sept. 9, 2011 
 
Issue of a regular stamp in the Italian Artistic and 
Cultural Heritage series dedicated to the Arch of 
Trajan in Benevento shows the Arch of Trajan, 
erected in Benevento between 114 and 117 AD to 
commemorate the opening of the Via Appia Traiana 
road and dedicated to the emperor Trajan. 
Designed & Engraved by Antonio Ciaburro 
(stamp is monochrome)    

 

   

 
Kazakstan, Ancient Coins,   
7th C Tarband copper coin (men horses, umbrella, 
buildings and vases),  
13th C Almaty silver coin (men riding camel, 
horses),  
14th C Tazaz silver coin (man carried in liter),  
16th C Yassy copper coin (man riding horse, 
monkey, soldiers)  
Designed by Daniyar Mukhamedjanov.    

(SSM) 

Kazakstan, Ancient Coins, Issued Sept 7, 2011 
 

 
Korea (South) - The Tripitaka Koreana 
(UNESCO World Heritage) s/s also 
available, no illus. 
 

Korea, the birthplace of  printing (Sept 23 – Nov 6, 2011) 
The invention of printing has a big contribution to the history of 
mankind, as it expanded the knowledge and accurate information 
through mass distribution of books, it crucially contributed to 
modernize the world. In the history of typography, Korea has the 
world’s best wooden block print and the world’s first metal-type 
book and has led the world into the printing technology as the 
birth spot of the printing culture.  
 
The Tripitaka Koreana was completed in 1251. It consists of 
81,350 wooden blocks with a total weight is 280 tons. It is about 
3,200 meters, which is higher than the height of Mt. Baekdu 
(2,744m) when the entire 81,350 blocks are stacked, and about 60 
km when they are placed in a line.  

Besides its enormous size, the quality is also excellent. As all blocks were consistent and beautiful like one trained 
person have worked on these, Chusa Jeong-Hui Kim, the master calligrapher from Joseon Era, said, "This was not 
done by a human being but was done by a Taoist hermit. 
 
The Tripitaka Koreana, which still remains perfect after 750 years, is the oldest wooden block Tripitaka. As the 
content of the Tipitaka was so accurate, it was spread all over the world and expanded the study of Buddhism and 
also influenced the world’s printing and publication. The Tripitaka Koreana is the essence of Goryeo culture, which 
is the most important in the Buddhist cultural history, and as its excellence has been known to the whole world, the 
Tripitaka Koreana (National Treasure No. 52) was listed on the UNESCO Memory of the World Register in 1995. 
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New Digs 
 

 
Mongolia - Hunnu Empire Sheetlet of 5 Diff. plus 
souvenir sheet containing one stamp, issued 2011. 
 

Hunnu's the first creators of the Mongolian State 
founded a powerful empire in the fourth century BC to 
become immortal in the history of Central Asia. The 
majority of Hunnu lived in Ordos near the southern 
border of Mongolia. In the third century BC, these 
aimags united, subjugating a great number of 
neighboring aimags.  
 
It is considered that the first Mongolian State was 
established when Maodun declared himself Shanyui and 
ruled the state between 209 and 176 BC. But the first 
Shanyui of Hunnu was Tumen father of Maodun. The 
Hunnu Empire of that period was a union of powerful 
aimags that came to acquire the features of a state. 
Shanyui divided Hunnu territory into three parts: 
Eastern, Western and Central. 

  
Mozambique - UNESCO World Heritage Sites of Europe Sheetlet of 6 Different also s/s depicting Stonehenge. 
 

  
Mozambique - UNESCO World Heritage Sites of South America Sheetlet of 6 Different plus s/s Machu Picchu. 
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New Digs 
 

 
Peru, Ancient Culture Chachapoyas & Incas, issued 2011 
 

The Chachapoyas were an Andean people living in 
the cloud forests of the Amazonas region of present-
day Peru. The Incas conquered their civilization 
shortly before the arrival of the Spanish in Peru. 
When the Spanish arrived in Peru in the 16th century, 
the Chachapoyas were one of the many nations ruled 
by the Inca Empire. Their incorporation into the Inca 
Empire had not been easy, due to their constant 
resistance to the Inca troops.  (wikipedia) 

More New Digs 
 
Russia – UNESCO Heritage Site

 
Russia, issued Sept. 13, 2011, UNESCO 
World Cultural Heritage Site - Derbent City  
 

The Citadel, Ancient City and Fortress Buildings of Derbent 
located in Dagestan, Eastern Caucasus, Western coast of 
Caspian Sea, were part of the northern lines of the Sasanian 
Persian Empire, which extended east and west of the 
Caspian Sea. The fortification was built in stone. It 
consisted of two parallel walls that formed a barrier from 
the seashore up to the mountain. The town of Derbent was 
built between these two walls, and has retained part of its 
medieval fabric. The site continued to be of great strategic 
importance until the 19th century. 
 
The site of the ancient city of Derbent has been crucial for 
the control of the north-south passage on the west side of 
the Caspian Sea since the 1st millennium BC.

The defense structures that were built by the Sasanians in the 5th century CE were in continuous use by the 
succeeding Persian, Arabic, Mongol, and Timurid governments for some 15 centuries. Criterion iv: The ancient city 
of Derbent and its defense structures are the most significant section of the strategic defense systems designed and 
built in the Sasanian empire along their northern limes, and maintained during the successive governments until the 
Russian occupation in the 19th century.  The defenses were in continuous use by the Persian, Arabic, Mongol and 
Timurid governments for some 15 centuries. 
 
The site of Derbent has been inhabited since some 5,000 years. There was a fortress structure already in the 7th or 
8th centuries BC. In the 1st century BC, the place was part of a new state formed in the area of Azerbaijan and 
southern Dagestan. 
 
The subsequent periods can be summarized as follows: 
- Sasanian Empire from 5th to 7th centuries CE; 
- Arab Capliphate from 7th to 10th centuries; 
- Mongol rule from 13th to 14th centuries; 
- Timurid Empire from 14th to 15th centuries; 

- Shirvan Khan from 1437; 
- Turkish-Persian conflicts during the 16th century; 
- Safavid Empire from the 17th to 18th century; 
- Derbent Khanate from 1747; 
- Russia from 1813. 

The Persians (Sasanians) conquered the site at the end of the 4th century AD. The current fortification and the town 
originate from the 6th century AD, when they were built as an important part of the Sasanian northern limes, the 
frontier against the nomadic people in the north. From this time and until the 19th century, Derbent remained an 
important military post. From the 7th century, it was ruled by the Arabs, taken over by the Mongols in the 13th 
century, and by the Timurids in the 14th century. The Persians took it back in the early 17th century (the Safavid 
ruler Shah Abbas, whose capital was in Isfahan). In the 18th century, the Persians and Russians fought over 
Derbent, and finally the Russian sovereignty was recognized by the Persian Shah in the early 19th century. 
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More New Digs 
 
Portugal  issued a set 
of stamps September 
8, 2011, designed by 
Jose Brandao and 
Susana Brito depicting 
archaeology sites of 
the Algarve. 
 
€1.00  Megalithic Monuments, Alcalar. 
One of the earliest descriptions of this site was by Estácio de Viega, the famous Portuguese archaeologist of the 
19th century. This part of the inland hills of the Algarve, from the north of the River Alvor to the Monchique 
foothills, is full of evidence of tombs and habitations of the third millennium BC.  The finds from the excavations 
of this area are on display in Portimão "Sardine"  Museum. 
€0.80 Roman Ruins, Milreu. 
Milreu Ruins are amongst the most important remains of the Roman presence in the Algarve and now form an 
imposing archaeological site, which has been classified as a national monument.  Its important historical heritage 
has been recovered and today the Casa Rural das Ruínas (the Country House of the Ruins) has been transformed 
into a visitors’ center, allowing us to have a real idea of how the Romans spent their days, during the period when 
they chose the Algarve as a place to both live and rest. 
€0.68 Roman Mosic, Conimbriga 
The ancient city of Conimbriga is the largest Roman settlement in Portugal.  Like many archaeological sites, 
Conimbriga was built in layers. Some of the earliest layers date back to the first Iron Age in the 9th Century BC. 
The Romans arrived in the 2nd Century AD, conquering the Celtic inhabitants and establishing a city that grew, 
flourished, and then fell victim to barbarian invasions until Conimbriga's residents fled to nearby Coimbra in 468.  
Archaeologists estimate that only 10 percent of the city has been excavated, so you're likely to see new discoveries 
if you return to Conimbriga after a previous visit.  The site also has a museum that displays objects found by 
archaeologists during their excavations. 
€0.47  Rock Engravings, Coa Valley 
The Prehistoric Rock-Art Sites in the Coa Valley, discovered in the late 1980s, date from the Upper Palaeolithic 
(22,000–10,000 BC) and are considered a masterpiece of prehistoric art. The Côa valley site is composed of a group 
of 16 rock art and settlement sites spread over some 17 km of the lower Côa river valley.  The rock art was created 
over several thousand years, beginning in the Upper Paleolithic Era and continuing intermittently all the way to the 
20th century AD! The themes of the earliest engravings are mostly of animals, especially mountain goats, horses, 
aurochs and deer. The first three are the most common and are characteristic of the earliest phases of art in Western 
Europe. The petroglyphs from the Iron Age include many panels of fine line engravings of figures, especially 
warriors with long legs and tiny heads, armed with swords and lances and riding stylized horses with long, thin 
bodies and high necks.  
€0.32  Aerial View of Citania de Briteiro 
The Citânia de Briteiros is an archaeological site of Castro culture in the NW Iberian Peninsula, significant for its 
size, urbanism, and architecture. Although primarily known for its remains of an Iron Age proto-urban hill fort (or 
oppidum), excavations at the site have revealed evidence of sequential settlements extending from the Bronze Age 
to the Middle Ages.  Numerous early engraved rock surfaces were destroyed when boulders were cut to build the 
ramparts and family compounds as the Castro settlement grew. Little is known of the beginnings of the Castro 
occupation, as no structures from the late Bronze Age have been found. Pottery from the early Iron Age has been 
found, when the settlement would already have been fortified. The majority of the ruins visible today have been 
dated from the second Iron Age, especially the last two centuries BC. This period was the peak of occupation of the 
site, by Celtiberians.  Expansion of the Roman Empire into the region has left evidence in the oppidum at Briteiros, 
in the form of coins (those of Augustus and Tiberius are the most numerous found, with smaller numbers of coins 
of the Republic, and the Flavians and the Antonines) ranging from the 1st century BC to the 2nd century AD. A 
small number of amphorae and red pottery pieces have been found, and there is some evidence of Romanization in 
the architecture of the alleys and buildings of the eastern slope, but overall the visible impact of Roman occupiers is 
not strong.  
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More New Digs 
(Portugal cont’d)

 

€2.50 s/s Jose Leite de Vasconcelos, founder of the Portuguese 
National Museum of Archaeology 
José Leite de Vasconcelos Cardoso Pereira de Melo (1858–1941) was a 
Portuguese ethnographer and prolific author who wrote extensively on 
Portuguese philology and prehistory. He was the founder and the first 
director of the Portuguese National Museum of Archaeology.  On his 
death at 82 he bequeathed to the Museu Nacional de Arquelogia his 
library of about 8,000 titles, as well as manuscripts, correspondence, 
engravings and photographs. 
 
 
No Scott # known as yet.   
 
According to the WOPA site, this issue is in a booklet.

 
 

 

Spain 
The image in the souvenir sheet depicts a fragment of 
the tapestry from the series “Dido and Aeneas” from the 
collection of the Palacio Real de Madrid, focusing on 
the passage in which “Dido bids farewell to Aeneas.”  
The tapestry is made of silk and wool and manufactured 
in Brussels around 1660 by Gerard Peemans, one of the 
best weavers of the time. 
 
The Roman poet Virgil (1st century BC) tells us in The 
Aeneid of the tragic love story of “Dido and Aeneas”a 
story of love and abandonment. The myth narrated by 
Virgil tells of how the Trojans are received by the 
Carthaginian queen Dido when they arrive at Cartago 
and Dido meets Trojan prince and hero Aeneas. 
 
Venus makes a pact with Juno by which Dido and 
Aeneas marry and reign in Cartago (Carthage). 

 
Spain,  Tapestry Dido & Aeneas, Issued May 16, 2011 
 
 

Goddess Juno organizes a hunt during which a storm breaks out and the couple take refuge in a cave where the 
lover’s passion breaks out. But the gods have other plans for Aeneas and send their messenger Mercury to tell him 
he must leave on a mission to found the new city of Rome. Following the departure of Aeneas from Cartago, Dido 
falls into deep despair and commits suicide. From that moment on there arises an everlasting hatred between Rome 
and Cartago. 
 
The tapestry featuring in the stamp and souvenir sheet shows Dido bidding farewell to Aeneas. The Queen of 
Cartago is at the center of the picture sitting on her throne surrounded by women and people from her court. Dido 
bids farewell to Aeneas with her right hand whilst his impressive figure dressed in warrior clothes stands to the left 
of the composition. To the right, providing perspective to the picture there’s a garden adorned with a statue and 
other classical elements. The tapestry, made in the 17th century, is surrounded on its edges by a frieze decorated 
with fruit, floral and vegetable elements, as well as genies carrying garlands.                                          (WOPA). 
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New Digs Update 
From April 2011 3 of Moldova 
Moldova, Items in Archaeology 
Museum, 3 stamps plus s/s  Scott 
#696-8 issued January 25, 2011. 

 
#696 Amphora with lid, 5th C BC 
#697 Vessel with Animal Design,  
#698 Vessel Depicting Person,  
(697 & 698 from 4th Century BC) 

 
Moldova, Prehistoric Animals Scott 
#689-92 + 693 s/s, issued Nov 30, 
2010 

 
#689 85b Mammuthus 
#690 1L Ursus spelaeus 
#691 1.20L Panthera Leo 
#692 4.20L Bison 

 
693a 1.20L  Pontoseros 
693b 1.50L  Anancus 
693c  5.40L Stephanorhinus 
693d  8.50L Hometherium 
with 2 labels (at top of sheet) 

 
April 2011 Israel, Herod’s Building Projects Scott 
#1872-5, issued Feb 7, 2011 

 
#1875  Herodiam,  #1874  Jerulameber 
#1873  Caesarea ,  #1872  Masada 
 

October 2011 Egypt, Alexandria 2010 Capital of Arab 
Tourism, Scott #2068 Issued July 22, 2010 

 
Alexander the Great at left, ancient Citadel at right.  
There has been some delay in issuance and updating of 
stamps issued by Egypt due to the January Revolution 

October 2011 Iraq,  

     
Scott #1823-7 issued June 29, 2011 -  250d Babylon, 500d Hatra, 750d Ziggurat of Ur, 1000d Nineveh, 1000d 
Spiral Minaret 
 
October 2011  Malaysia Scott # 1352a-e & 1352a-e issued April 11, 2011 

 
 (top row)1353 a- Royal Trengganu tobacco box, b- Gold coin of Sultan  

Alau’uddin Riayat Shah, c- Dong 
S’on bell, d- Gold coin of Sultan 
Zainal Abidin II of Trengganu, e- 
State of Avalokitesvara 
(bottom row) 1352 a- Malay belt 
buckle,  b- Gold coin showing deer, 
c- Sireh set (betel Containers) of 
Sultak Abdul Samad of Selangor, d- 
Gold coin of Sultan Muzaftar, Shah 
of Johore, 3- Arch of sitting Buddha 

Peru, Centenary of re-discovery of Machu Picchu by Hiram Bingham,  Scott #1781, issued July 5, 2011.  
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Club News 
Many of you have renewed your membership, saving 
either 20c postage per renewal notice to be sent with this 
issue or allowing me to squeeze in just one more page.  
Thanks for all of your prompt responses.  It is also the 
time I take to express my appreciation to all those who 
give donations.   
 
Favorite Article 
This year’s horserace is neck in neck between 3 articles, 
Hydraulic Engineering, Dacia and Novgorod, with 16, 13 
and 11 votes.  There are about 15 ballots still to be cast, 
and some renewals came without answering the 
questionnaire.  So why do I ask you your favorite article?  
The winning article seldom reflects the actual collecting 
interests of the membership.  It is a gauge I use to 
measure what is read and the type of article you prefer.  
Since Barbara Soper’s passing I have nobody to crack the 
whip over to get articles.  If anyone has a special interest, 
and some stamps to illustrate it, email me at 
philate@ix.netcom.com and we can work together on an 
article.  No all writers have to die to get away from it, 
Hugh Johnston, who wrote about Egypt, actually retired!  
So articles are needed and greatly appreciated.  Even 
IDEAS for articles are appreciated. 
 
Favorite Stamp 
If you have a favorite stamp, or one that especially 
reflects your interest in archaeology, write a half page 
about it and send it to me.   I am always in need of fillers. 
 
OWASU-MAASU – so far I have received only 3 votes 
against including Meso-American items in the Old World 
Archaeologist, with one of those emphatically “NO!”  
We have one member who collects Meso, and about 8 
with an interest in it along with their other archaeology 
topics.  It’s running 7 to 1.  I was asked some years ago to 
include new issues if possible, which you notice I do.  

What’s one more stamp – except when the New Digs run 
to 7 pages!  I’ve been including them so they are in my 
computer and I can pull them up easily if ever I need 
them for an illustration.  2011 was the centenary of the 
re-discovery of Machu Picchu in Peru by Hiram 
Bingham; who’s son appeared on one of the 4 diplomats 
stamps issued in 2006 in Washington DC.   
 
What has occasionally been batted about by the officers 
is IF we include the Americas, do we have to change our 
name to the Archaeology Study Unit?; dropping the “Old 
World” which denotes the eastern hemisphere?  I’d rather 
re-define Old World to mean just that, anything pre-
Columbian in the Americas and before the Medieval in 
Europe. 
 
New Email Addresses 
Two officers have changed their email address recently.  
Directors Irene Moose of Loveland, CO is now 
ifmoose@hotmail.com and George Grabon of Bellerose, 
NY has left erols for gmail and is now 
ggrabon@gmail.com.   The new emails will be published 
in the next list of officers.  There is no change to the 
president and editor emails. 
 
A Special Thanks to the Following Members  
for their extra support: 

Jeffrey S. Brottman 
Gerald J. Gallagher 
Hugh W. Johnston 
Mary Lou Miller 
Phil Nordstrom 
Jerry H. Dais 
Todd Pfeifer 
Dan Nisholas 
Mike Lubrano

 

Archaeology Today 
9500-year-old Obsidian Bracelet Reveals Craftsmen's Skills 
The Laboratoire de Tribologie et de Dynamiques des Systèmes have analyzed the oldest obsidian bracelet ever 
identified, discovered in the 1990s at the site of Aşıklı Höyük, Turkey; the researchers have revealed the astounding 
technical expertise of craftsmen in the eighth millennium BC. This work is published in the December 2011 issue 
of Journal of Archaeological Science, and sheds new light on Neolithic societies. 
   Dated to 7500 BC, the obsidian bracelet studied by the researchers is the earliest evidence of obsidian working, 
which only reached its peak in the seventh and sixth millennia BC. It has a complex shape and a remarkable central 
annular ridge, and is 10 cm in diameter and 3.3 cm wide. Discovered in 1995 at the site of Aşıklı Höyük in Turkey 
and displayed ever since at the Aksaray Archeological Museum, the ring was studied in 2009, after Mihriban 
Özbasaran, Professor at the University of Istanbul's Department of Prehistory, resumed excavations.  The methods 
used for examining the find is known as multi-scale tribological analysis, have been adapted for the study of micro-
topographic features on archeological artifacts. 
   This process has revealed that the bracelet was made using highly specialized manufacturing techniques and 
showed that the bracelet was almost perfectly regular. The symmetry of the central annular ridge is extremely 
precise, to the nearest degree and nearest hundred micrometers. This suggests that the artisans of the time used 
models to control its shape when it was being made.  The surface finish of the bracelet is very regular, resembling a 
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Archaeology Today 
 

9500-year-old Obsidian Bracelet Reveals Craftsmen's Skills  (continued from previous page) 
mirror, required the use of complex polishing techniques capable of obtaining a nanometer-scale surface quality 
worthy of today's telescope lenses. 
   The work was carried out as part of the 'Obsidian: Practical Techniques and Uses in Anatolia' program. In the 
program, the Aşıklı Höyük bracelet is the first object to have been studied among some sixty other polished 
obsidian artifacts. In collaboration with the University of Manchester and the British Museum, Laurence Astruc's 
team is now analyzing ornamental objects found at the Halaf sites of Domuztepe in Eastern Central Anatolia and 
Arpachiyyah in Iraq 
Edited from PhysOrg.com, December 21, 2011 
 
Economic Crisis Saves Spanish Ancient Sites 
The Aljarafe region outside the city of Seville in southern Spain is believed to house Europe's most extensive 
grouping of tholos dolmens, dating back some 5,000 years. Many were buried under new construction during a 
decade-long building craze that swept across Spain.  Dolmens were erected around Western Europe, from Ireland to 
the Baltics, starting about 7,000 years ago. Human remains have been found in or near many of them, leading to the 
theory that they are tombs. 
     The debt crisis ravaging Spain's economy has saved some of the dolmens by freezing funds for construction, but 
also means scarce money to explore these little-known Copper Age settlements. Plans to create an archaeological 
park in Aljarafe with visitors center, museum and route from the dolmens to the nearby Phoenician artifacts of El 
Carambolo and the Roman city Italica are at a standstill. 
     In neighbouring Castilleja de Guzman, the unique two-chamber Montelirio dolmen was nearly suffocated by 
plans to build a supermarket and a retirement home. In 2007 archaeologists discovered in one chamber the remains 
of what they thought was a chieftain, and to their surprise, 19 women believed to have drunk a poison in a ritual to 
accompany their leader on his journey to the netherworld sitting in a circle in the adjacent chamber.  Montelirio 
offers important clues into these societies and their possible burial rituals.  Spain has enormous opportunities to 
further boost cultural tourism linked to music, history, architecture and archaeology.  
Edited from Reuters,  December 12, 2011 
 
Excavations in Serbia Question Early Humans in Europe 
Sicevo Gorge, a canyon cut into the Kunivica plateau in southeastern Serbia, contains a series of caves, at least one 
of which has yielded evidence of human presence during the Ice Age of present-day Europe.In 2008anthropologists 
excavating in a small cave uncovered a partial human lower jaw with three teeth.  "We were looking for Neander-
thals," said Dr. Mirjana Roksandic, a participating palaeoanthropologist with the University of Winnepeg (Canada) 
"But this is much better." 
   What they discovered was definitely a human that, at least in terms of morphology, predated the Neanderthal and 
may have had more in common physically with Homo erectus, thought by many scientists to be the precursor to 
both Neanderthals and modern humans. Recent tests conducted by Dr. Norbert Mercier at the University of 
Bordeaux (France) produced a date of "older than" 113,000 years BP, long before modern humans in present-day 
Europe, and the fossil could be substantially older. 
   The find raises new questions about the picture of early human movement and subsistence within a geographic 
area that researchers suggest was a southern haven for early humans during the shifting glaciation of the Ice Age. 
Says Roksandic: "The absence of Neanderthal traits in a specimen of this age is counter to the common assumption 
that Neanderthals were the only hominin group in Europe during this time period. Any new finds are bound to be 
extremely relevant as there is such a dearth of information on this critical area for human and animal movement 
into and out of Europe". 
   The Balkans, which includes Sicevo Gorge, are thought to be one of three southern refuges during the oscillating 
glaciations of Europe in the Pleistocene era. Sicevo Gorge is unique in that it was the only one that never 
experienced geographic isolation, and thus offers immense potential as a setting for important research on the 
biogeography of both early human and animal populations during the Palaeolithic period. This includes research on 
the migratory routes that early humans took when emerging from their African homeland.  "When animals moved 
from Africa into Europe in the Early Pleistocene," states Roksandic, "this was the most likely corridor for their 
movement." The team plans to return again to explore the caves of Sicevo in 2012 
Edited from Popular Archaeology (28 November 2011) 
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Archaeology Today 
Cave Yields Oldest Human Remains Ever Found in Japan 
Japan's oldest known human remains have been found in cave remains on Ishigaki Island in Okinawa Prefecture, a 
researcher announced. Minoru Yoneda, associate professor at the University of Tokyo, confirmed the human 
remains dating back some 24,000 years after inspecting human bones excavated at the Shirahosaonetabaru cave 
remains in the city of Ishigaki, Okinawa Prefecture. 
     The ancient cave is also home to approximately 20,000-year-old human remains dating back to the Paleolithic 
Period, previously the nation's oldest known traces of human existence. A past survey had found that one of the six 
pieces of human bones found at the site dated back some 20,000 years through direct measurement of radioactive 
carbon of collagen extracted from those bones. However, researchers had been unable to identify the geological 
layer that hosted the human remains. Yoneda analyzed some 25 pieces of human bones that were freshly excavated 
from the 20,000 to 24,000-year-old bottom layer and other locations at the cave remains before 2010. By using 
radiocarbon dating, one of the rib bone pieces excavated from the bottom layer has turned out to be about 24,000 
years old, while three other bone fragments proved to be some 20,000 years old. 
     On mainland Japan, which has abundant acid soil, human remains found in Hamakita (present-day Hamamatsu), 
Shizuoka Prefecture, which have been confirmed to date back some 18,000 years through the use of radiocarbon 
dating, are the only known human bones from the Paleolithic Period. 
Edited from The Mainichi Daily News (10 November 2011), Japan Update (2 December 2011) 
 
Monte 'e Prama Ancient Statues on Display - At Last! 
37 years after their discovery, the stone giants of Monte 'e Prama are being shown to the public for the first time in 
the gallery of Li Punti in Sassari (Sardinia, Italy), for the exhibition 'La pietra e gli eroi' (Stone and the heroes). On 
display 25 impressive statues about two metres tall and 13 models of nuraghi, the ancient Sardinian towers. Ten 
tons and 5,178 fragments of white limestone have been reassembled in 16 statues of boxers (some with a curved 
and rectangular shield above their heads), 5 of archers and 4 of warriors (with a round shield), characterized by 
magnetic eyes represented by two concentric circles. 
     The extraordinary collection of prehistoric sculptures, unearthed in 1974, will soon be separated: one part will be 
housed in the Museum of Cabras, near Oristano, the other in the Archaeological Museum of Cagliari. The 
Superintendency of Cagliari, in agreement with the Sardinia regional Council, has decided to take the route not 
recommended by most of the scientific world and public opinion. All the finds should stay together, but it is true 
that “an important museum such as Cagliari should have at least one find of such a great discovery”, said Carlo 
Tronchetti, the archaeologist who in 1976 led the first excavation that brought to light the sculptures. Everything 
started in the spring of 1974, when the plow of Sisinnio Poddi, in Monte 'e Prama, near Cabras, came up against 
something very hard. After removing the earth, the farmer was amazed by a two wide-eyed stare framed by a stone 
face. The report to the authorities was immediate and between 1974 and 1975, the Archaeological and the 
University of Cagliari set up the first excavation. In 1979, under the guidance of professor Tronchetti and along 
with his team he brought to light an entire necropolis. 
     Scholars currently are supporting two timeframes: the first one places the statues around the seventh century BC, 
the other one goes to the end of the first millennium BC. After the discovery, the debate went on for a while, but it 
was followed by a long period of silence. The entire complex was closed and the findings stored in boxes in the 
basement of the Archaeological Museum of Cagliari, thus the curtain fell over the ancient sculptures. A silence kept 
for more than thirty years, broken only in 2005, when the Italian Ministry for Cultural Heritage and the Sardinia 
regional Council allocated 1.2 million euros for the restoration of which the recent exhibition in Sassari marks the 
conclusion. 
     Archaeologists will return to Monte 'e Prama, perhaps as early as next spring. The Italian Ministry for Cultural 
Heritage has in fact already allocated an additional €50,000 to launch a new excavation campaign, along with 
restoration and consolidation works. However, the ancient giants are now threatened to fly to Korea: they could 
become guests at Seoul Expo even though it is still unclear whether the Sardinian authorities will send the original 
statues or only a few copies. "The final decision still rests with the Superintendency of Cagliari," Regional 
Councilor for Culture Sergio Milia said.    Edited from La Nuova Sardegna, L'Unione Sarda,  November 23, 2011 
 
Oetzi May Have Smashed Eye in Fall 
A sharp incision in his right eye may have contributed to the rapid demise of Oetzi the Iceman, the famous mummy 
who died in the Italian Alps more than 5,000 years ago. New analyses have revealed that a deep cut likely led to 
heavy bleeding in the man's eye. 

(continued) 
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Archaeology Today 
Oetzi May Have Smashed Eye in Fall   (cont’d) 
  The official opinion remains that an arrow in his left shoulder was the cause of death for Oetzi. But the new study 
raises the possibility that he fell over after being shot by an arrow. "Maybe he fell down or maybe he had a fight up  
there, nobody knows," said Wolfgang Recheis, a physicist in the radiology department at the University of 
Innsbruck in Austria. "With this cut alone, at 3,250 meters, it would have been a deadly wound." 
  In one of the latest studies, Recheis used the most advanced CT-scanning technology available to take a closer 
look at Oetzi's right eye. Earlier examinations had shown a crack in the skull in that spot. The new work revealed a 
deep incision in the same place. Scans also revealed iron crystals around the right eye and forehead, which produce 
a bluish hue. And since the region's rocks are naturally low in iron, Recheis and colleagues suspect the iron is a sign 
of a hematoma, or massive bleeding outside of the blood vessels. A biopsy is needed for confirmation. 
  Albert Zink, head of the EURAC Institute for Mummies and the Iceman in Bolzano, Italy, was surprised and 
perplexed to hear of these new claims. At a conference this fall, he said, a whole table-full of experts discussed the 
evidence and unanimously agreed that the arrow killed the Iceman. The shoulder wound, he said, was clearly fresh 
and bleeding heavily when Oetzi died. The eye injury could have happened from a fall after Oetzi was shot or from 
a blow to the head by his attacker. But whatever the cause, Zink is sure that it was secondary to the arrow strike. 
"It's true that there might be new evidence that there was a little crack in the skin, so maybe he was bleeding from 
skull trauma," he added. "But it doesn't change anything in the end."  According to some news reports, the new 
findings could support a theory that Oetzi was the victim of a mountaineering accident. Both Recheis and Zink 
agreed that this was unlikely. Based on his muscle strength and patterns of joint degeneration, the Iceman was a fit 
and experienced climber and was near an easy path when he died. 
Edited from Discovery News,   November  21, 2011 
 
Menhirs Discovered in Southwestern India 
Menhirs (standing stones) from the megalithic Iron Age period have been discovered at several places in southern 
Karnataka (India). The discovery was made by Prof .T. Murugeshi and his team comprising three scholars studying  
rock art.  "Due to their gigantic nature and height, they are known as Anekallu (elephant stone), Niliskal (standing 
stone) or Rakkasakal (demon stone)" said Prof Murugeshi from the dept of ancient history and archaeology of 
MSRS College in Shirva, Udupi district. "Menhirs have been found in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and 
even northern Karnataka, but never before in the southern part of the state." 
     Previously, some menhirs were found by Dr Narsimhiah and Dr A. Sundara in Baise, Murumba in Malnad 
region, Prof Murugeshi in Buddhana Jeddu, Nitturu and Kurkal in coastal Karnataka, Dr Hanumana Nayak in 
Garudanagiri and Banavara, and Dr S.G. Ramdas Reddy in Mandya and Mysore regions. 
     South India is known for its megalithic culture, which saw burial sites marked with stone circles, cists, dolmens 
or menhirs. At Gollara Katte, on the southern slope of Chikka Tirupati betta near Arasikere, the biggest menhir is 
about five metres and the smallest is 1.5 metres tall. They are made of granite, which is found in the Hirekal betta 
nearby. The bigger one is like a double-edged sword with a sharp tip at the end. The second one looks like a spear 
head and the third like a horseshoe. Some had fallen flat on the ground.  "Dr A Sundara believes the menhirs in 
Malnad region are from the 1200 BC to 1000 BC period and the Arasikere group between 1000 BC and 800 BC," 
said Prof Murugeshi. 
Edited from Bangalore Mirror,  November 21,  2011 
 
Israelis Mapping Mount of Olives Necropolis 
A Jewish group in Jerusalem is using 21st century technology to map every tombstone in the ancient cemetery on 
the Mount of Olives, a sprawling necropolis of 150,000 graves stretching back three millennia. It is among the 
oldest cemeteries in continuous use in the world.  Jews began burying their dead on the hill that later became 
known as the Mount of Olives about three millennia ago. The goal of the new mapping project is to photograph 
every grave, map it digitally, record every name, and make the information available online. The project is mapping 
only the Jewish cemetery, which includes several burial monuments from the time of the second Jewish Temple, 
about 2,000 years ago. Around 40,000 graves have been mapped so far by the team, which began work in 2008. 
They expect to finish recording all of the intact gravestones - an estimated 100,000 in total - by the end of next 
year. The rest are either unrecognisable or lie beneath later burials. 
     Mappers look at aerial photographs, consult handwritten burial records, walk along the rows of graves and dig 
through piles of dislocated tombstones. 
Edited from Associated Press, Fox News, Nov 17, 2011 
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Archaeology Today 
Ancient Indus Bones Show Gender Discrimination 
A study of human bones from the ruins of Harappa, India, has revealed signs of lethal interpersonal violence and 
challenged current thinking that the ancient Indus civilization was an exceptionally peaceful realm for its 
inhabitants.  Harappa was among the largest and most populous cities in the Indus civilization between 2600 and 
1900 BC. The Indus civilization experienced a period of decline between 1900 and 1700 BC, although what caused 
this decline remains unclear. 
     American bio-archaeologist Gwen Robbins Schug has said that her analysis suggests that women, children and 
individuals with visible infectious diseases were at a high risk of facing violence.  Robbins Schug studied the 
skeletal remains of 160 individuals from cemeteries of Harappa excavated during the 20th century. The burial 
practices and injuries on these bones may be interpreted as evidence for social hierarchy, unequal power, uneven 
access to resources, and outright violence, she says. "The violence was present in low frequency at Harappa, but it 
affected some communities more than others." 
     The majority of head injuries appeared to be the result of clubbing. The prevalence of such head injuries was 
about 6 per cent - a low figure for an ancient state-society - however the distribution of the head injuries across 
gender and class appeared striking. 
     About half the female skeletons from one cemetery had severe head injuries caused likely by blows from clubs. 
In 'Area G', another pit of bones, 22 per cent skeletons had acute head trauma as well as chronic highly visible 
infectious diseases. "The individuals in Area G appeared marginalized even in burial - they suffered the most 
extreme injuries and had the highest prevalence of diseases, and they were interred just beyond a sewage drain," 
says Robbins Schug. Area G also had skeletal remains of children similarly affected. 
     Indian anthropologist Anek Ram Sankhyan said earlier research on the skeletal remains from the Indus cities had 
independently suggested that women had lower levels of nutrition than men. 
Edited from The Telegraph,  November 21, 2011 
 
 
From the Web Site: 

Have you visited out website recently?   
 

A membership application is available for 
printing, so is a flyer advertising our club.  
They print easily for those of you attending 
stamp shows around the country to leave at 
the literature table.   
A publicity flyer is also available. 
Why not print some for your local show 
table.
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Member Ad 
WANTED TO BUY 
Covers to or from natural or human history 
museums or universities, preferably with 
contents.  Also advertising covers from 
antiquities dealers.  Write First.  Stan Raugh, 
4217 8th Avenue, Temple, PA 19560-1805 
(USA). 

 
ARTICLES WANTED 
On archaeological subjects depicted on stamps.   Do you have a favorite stamp showing early man or an 
ancient temple?  Why not say a few words about it in the Old World Archaeologist.  Contact the editor at 
address on page #2 or philate@ix.netcom.com or editor@owasu.org.  
 

Have you renewed your membership and subscription?  Why not do that today? 
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